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CREATIVE CREATURES   
JOHN PARKER (b. 1948) 

Cadmiosaur
1990
Welded Steel
South Lakes High School
Map #1

Restosauria
1990
Welded Steel
Lake Newport Pool
Map #2
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https://publicartreston.org/project/cadmiosaur/
https://publicartreston.org/project/restosauria/
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LEARN

While some artists dream of seeing their work inside museums, John 
Parker likes his sculptures to be outdoors where they can be seen by 
anyone, at any time. Parker even expects that some people won’t like his 
sculptures. Yet, the artist also believes that the more you live with and 
spend time with public art, the more you can understand it and even like 
it. Did you know most of us spend an average of 30 seconds looking at 
an artwork in a museum? Do you think that is enough time to really get 
to know something? Try looking at Restosauria or Cadmiosaur (in the 
pictures here or in person) for 30 seconds and then look away. Or try 
this with a picture or photograph at home. Use this space to write down 
everything you can remember about it.  Now take another look. Did you 
miss anything?

Who is John Parker? 
Do insects fascinate you? Are dinosaurs your thing? What about birds? John 
Parker loves them all! From a very young age, he was fascinated by nature. 
When he trained to be an artist, winged creatures, along with big prehistoric* 
ones, became the inspiration for his large metal sculptures. Instead of trying 
to make sculptures that look like just one type of bug, bird or dinosaur, Parker 
uses abstract shapes, which means parts of his sculptures may remind you of 
parts of these animals, but they are never exactly like them. In fact, Restosauria 
and Cadmiosaur are completely made-up creatures. Parker likes to create 
things that don’t exist, but somehow feel like they could. When you look at these 
sculptures, imagine you have discovered a new animal. Think like a biologist 
and make up their habitats and what they like to eat. For example, are they 
carnivores, herbivores, or omnivores? How can you tell?

John Parker likes to share his ideas and art with others. In fact, both 
Restosauria and Cadmiosaur were made while the artist was doing an artist 
residency at South Lakes High School in Reston. Parker spent many months 
working on sculptures in an outdoor space next to the building so that everyone 
at the school could watch him at work. The artist enjoyed spending time talking 
to kids and answering their questions while he cut, welded and painted the 
metal pieces of his sculptures. Parker wants everyone to understand how his 
sculptures are made so that they can also understand what goes into creating a 
work of art. He talked to students (see photo here) about his first quick sketches 
and how he turns them into small three-dimensional models that then guide 
him in making his final, larger-than-life metal sculptures. Follow this link to see 
more creative creatures by John Parker.”

A Nature Lover

An Outside Artist

A Teaching Artist 

*Go to page 8 to see the definitions for the words in bold! 

https://philasculptors.org/john-parker
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WATCH
Click this link to view the video made during the time Parker was in Reston making his sculptures at South 
Lakes High School. Adults will enjoy remembering the fashions from 1990 too!

FUN FACT
When he was a kid, John Parker collected and studied the insects he found near his home. He has said 
about those days, “If it had six legs, I was after it. ... A block from my house was an acre of field next to an 
acre of woods. Behind the wooded area was a stretch of wildflowers. So, there were three environments to 
collect from.”

By looking closely at insects, Parker learned about all of their different parts and how they worked. In fact, 
this is something that connects his art to science! Like an entomologist discovering a new type of insect or 
a paleontologist studying the bones of an unknown species of dinosaur, Parker puts together his sculptures 
from observing nature. The artist likes the idea of transforming something delicate like the wings of a 
dragonfly or the hard shell of a tiny beetle into a soaring and strong metal sculpture. Of course, Restosauria 
and Cadmiosaur (both over 15 feet high) were also inspired by Parker’s love of dinosaurs, and they’re 
pretty big!

Now it is your turn to become a nature sleuth and record some of your own observations. On a nature walk, 
look closely at the shapes of leaves, flowers, bugs and plants. Use this space to describe them in words and 
pictures. Do they remind you of more abstract shapes like triangles or rectangles? Or the many trapezoids 
that Parker uses? Do they bend or move in interesting ways? Do they look different in sunshine or shade? 
How would you describe their colors?  

https://publicartreston.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Fire-Steel.mp4
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EXPLORE
For John Parker, the most important step in making his 
sculptures is coming up with his prototypes or small-
scale models. These prototypes are a way for him to 
test his ideas before he starts building the sculptures 
in metal. Moving big pieces of metal around is a lot 
more difficult than the parts of a smaller, lighter model. 
The prototypes are also a way for him to turn his two-
dimensional drawings into the three-dimensional shapes 
he pictures when he makes his sketches. Parker says 
he thinks in three-dimensions even when he is putting 
lines on a flat piece of paper. He likes making sculptures 
because they can be viewed from many different sides, 
each one different from the other. 

While Parker was working at South Lakes High School, 
many of his prototypes were exhibited at the school so 
that people could see more of his work and study his 
designs up close.  Below is a photo of Parker with the 
model of Cadmiosaur. He is also kneeling in front of the 
final version of the sculpture while he was still working 
on it.

And here is another photo of Parker and the crew of 
people who helped him while he bolted Cadmiosaur to its 
base:

You’ve probably also noticed that in these pictures the 
prototype and finished sculpture were originally painted 
in a bright red. Cadmiosaur is now brown. Over time, and 
sometimes without talking to the artist, the people who 
own the artwork might make a change to it when it needs 
to be repaired. When Cadmiosaur needed repainting, 
South Lakes High School decided to change the color. For 
Parker, the name means “Big Red Creature.” Cadmium 
is a type of red paint and the name that Parker used to 
inspire his title as well as the special paint mixture he 
made just for this sculpture. Can you come up with a 
different title that means “Big Brown Creature?”  Which 
color do you prefer for the sculpture? Why?

Below is a photo of Parker and the big crane that 
helped him install Restosauria at Lake Newport pool. In 
fact, construction cranes are another influence on his 
sculptures.



CREATE: 
AT HOME
In the Explore section, we talked about John 
Parker’s prototypes and how important they are 
in his work. Imagine making your own prototype 
for a larger sculpture. First, trace some shapes 
(geometric ones are good for this) of different sizes 
using pieces of cardboard or any sturdy paper. A 
group of at least ten shapes will give you enough to 
work with. Consider coloring them with bright colors 
and designs. Cut a small slot into one side of each 
of your pieces. Arrange the pieces by fitting them 
together at the slots to create a new kind of animal, 
creature, or just a cool bunch of shapes to make a 
3-dimensional sculpture. The challenge is to see if 
it will stand on its own. You could also attach your 
prototype to a flat piece of cardboard or attach it to 
another box as a base. 

MATERIALS:
• Cardboard boxes, milk cartons, toilet paper/

paper towel rolls, or thick paper
• Pencil, washable markers or paint, scissors

MAKE A PROTOTYPE (All ages, but younger 
children may need assistance)

The straight edges and geometric shapes in Parker’s 
sculptures might remind you of the complicated 
folds in origami. Although the artist makes his 
“folds” with big pieces of welded steel, his flat 
shapes connect in a way that looks as if you could 
bend and move them in different ways. Inspired by 
Restosauria and Cadmiosaur (and the many real 
creatures that fascinate John Parker), try folding 
a piece of paper into an origami bug or dinosaur 
with similar geometric shapes and straight edges. 
Many easy tutorials can be found by searching the 
Internet. Here are two easy-to-follow instructional 
videos found on YouTube to get you started: click 
here to make a cicada or here to make a T-Rex

MATERIALS:
• Origami paper 
• OR any paper you have around the house like 

newspapers, magazines, printer paper, wrapping 
paper or even those old school notebooks you 
never filled up!

• To make your own origami paper you must cut it 
into a square (traditional origami paper can by 
as small as 3” x 3” or as large as 14” x 14”)

ORIGAMI ANIMALS  (All ages, but younger 
children may need assistance)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvpgBXW0ERk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7NkeccXG18&feature=youtu.be
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BE CREATIVE: 
ON-SITE 
Restosauria lives by the Lake Newport pool, and Cadmiosaur lurks at South Lakes High School. They would 
love for you to spend some time getting to know them better! In fact, bring a blanket or some folding chairs 
when you visit and stay awhile. Also pack a pad of paper (or use the space here) and something to sketch 
with. Look closely and try drawing the outline of the sculpture. Then focus on specific shapes. Notice the 
shapes made by the shadows cast on the ground or on different parts of the sculpture. Can you see some 
different textures too? John Parker loves the look of hard steel and leaves the rough welding edges as well 
as the machines marks on the metal for all to see.

While you look closely think about what these sculptures makes you FEEL, THINK and WONDER. What else 
do they make you think about?

• What are some of the first things you notice?
• What do the shapes remind you of?  
• What words would you use to describe them?  
• What would you like to ask Parker about his work?

Sketching a work of art is a great way to learn about it and understand the way an artist thinks! You know what 
they say, “imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,” or in other words copying is a compliment. Artists often look 
at the work of other artists for inspiration. Some of Parker’s favorite artists, such as Alexander Calder and David 
Smith, are also ones who liked making sculptures using steel. Search the Internet for works by these artists and 
think about how Parker might have been inspired by them.  
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WORDS TO KNOW
Abstract:

Artist Residency:

Biologist:

Carnivore:

Entomologist:

Habitat:

Herbivore:

Origami:

Omnivore:

Paleontologist:

Prehistoric:

Public Art:

Sketch:

Three-dimensional: 

Trapezoid:

Art that does not try to look like things in our everyday world. It uses 
colors, lines and shapes, but they are not intended to look exactly 
like certain objects or living things

Artist invited to work in a particular place for a certain amount of 
time

Scientist who studies humans, plants, animals, and the 
environments in which they live

Animal that mostly eats meat 

Scientist who studies insects

Place where an animal lives and that provides it with food, water 
and shelter

Animal that mostly eats plants

Japanese art of folding paper into three-dimensional figures or 
designs without cutting the paper or using glue

Animal that eats all kinds of plants and meat 

Scientist who studies plants and animals that lived millions of years 
ago, like dinosaurs 

Time before people left a written record of themselves 

Any artwork purposefully made for and placed in a public site and 
accessible to everyone 

Drawing or painting made quickly and without a lot of details. 
Sketches are sometimes done in preparation for a final artwork 

Objects with length, height and depth 

Shape with four sides, which has one set of parallel sides



Project Director — Anne Delaney 
Research and texts — Phoebe Avery
Design and illustrations — Abigail Fundling
Photography — Charlotte Geary and Public Art Reston

Special thanks to John Parker for his generous contributions to 
these activity pages.

Public Art Reston seeks to inspire an ongoing commitment to 
public art and create a new generation of artworks in Reston. 

Public Art Reston is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization and 
contributions are tax deductible to the full extent of the law.

publicartreston.org

© Public Art Reston 2020
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